E

very year in America, far too many
teenagers are injured or killed in automobile collisions that could have been
avoided. To address this critical problem,
a group of devoted advanced driver training
professionals have established a nonprofit
organization called the National Institute of
Vehicle Dynamics (NIVD).

N

IVD’s mission is to reduce automobile
collisions and fatalities by eliminating
driver error – through training and education.

N

IVD offers classroom & in-car advanced
driver training for experienced, novice,
corporate and SUV drivers.

®

A

llow our instructors who have numerous
years of law enforcement experience to
develop a driver safety program for you or
your fleet of drivers. Find out how to start
your safety program today at:
info@drive2survive.org

O

ur instructors teach police officers
how to stay safe behind the wheel.
Now they are taking on their toughest
training challenge, America’s teens.

Driver Training Reinvented®

Advanced Safety &
Collision Avoidance
Training
Your safety is our commitment
National Institute of Vehicle Dynamics
Phone (301) 515-0539
or 1-877-294-4122
Email: info@drive2survive.org
www.drive2survive.org

Exercises Include…
• Serpentine • Threshold Braking •
• Swerve-to-avoid • Skid Control •
• Off Road Recovery • Braking in a Turn •

Official Training Vehicle of Drive2Survive®

One day hands-on course
taught by certified
police driving instructors.
1-877-294-4122
www.drive2survive.org

BEYOND DRIVER’S EDUCATION WITH

®

National Institute of Vehicle Dynamics

C

lassroom sessions explain advanced
driver training techniques and theory
behind each training exercise. Professional
law enforcement instructors, licensed by
Maryland Motor Vehicle Administration
(MVA), teach the in-car Drive2Survive®
curriculum as the next level of driver’s
education, behind-the-wheel training.

T

o reduce incidents of panic during
emergency situations and driver error,
in-car instructors demonstrate the exercises
while students ride along. Once instructor
demonstration is completed, students drive
as instructors personally coach them
through the various training courses.

T

he Drive2Survive® Curriculum
introduces drivers to the three modes
of Advance Safety & Collision Avoidance
Training with true-to-life situations in a
controlled, safe environment.

Proactive
Tips and strategies to keep you out of
potential collision situations. This is
“defensive driving.” This section
demonstrates how to maximize your
ocular driving techniques.

Reactive

Driver’s will learn:
•
•
•
•

Why ABS has not reduced crashes
How our instincts work against us
The “Four Deadly Mistakes”
How to minimize injury when a crash
is unavoidable
• The ultimate dangers of driving too fast
• Plus much more, including skids, off-road
recoveries and steering techniques

This section covers what to do when your
proactive skills have not kept you out of a
dangerous situation. Here you will find
out what to do to avoid a collision by
maintaining or regaining vehicle control.

Collision Avoidance
No matter how good you may become at
proactive or reactive driving, there is no
guarantee that it will always work. This
section demonstrates reaction techniques
that may reduce the level of impact when
a collision is unavoidable.

While vehicles have become much safer,
drivers have not. Drive2Survive® training
is offered for the sole purpose of keeping
you safe on our increasingly dangerous
modern roadways.

